
Finding a letter signed by a young woman called P.M. Moens from 
December 1780 is quite an exciting experience. Is it possible that 
we are dealing with a letter written by the eighteenth-century 
author Petronella Moens (1761-1843)? That excitement might 
seem a bit strange for an author that is probable not known by the 
average reader. However, Moens was a rather famous and much-
read author in her days. She wrote novels and poems and was not 
to be sneezed at since her nickname was ‘Pietje de Potentaat’ 
[potentate/tyrant]. She was born in Kubaard ( Friesland) as the 
daughter of a clergyman, Petrus Moens and Maria Lycklama à 
Nijeholt. An important part of her childhood was spent in 
Aardenburg (Zeeland), where she is honoured with a bust 
nowadays.  
 
At the age of four she got visually handicapped - in fact she was 
nearly blind - after an attack of smallpox. Her bad sight did not 
keep her from writing prose, poetry and drama nor from playing 
an active part in literary circles. She was a member of the chamber 
of rhetoric in Gouda and maintained several contacts with 
contemporary authors. Moens published children’s books too, 
mostly with a rather moralizing content. She was also well-known for her fancywork, such as knitting. 
Some of her nightcaps survived the ravages of time and are now kept in various museums in the 
Netherlands. In these caps she knitted in ajour texts such as ‘Denkd waar het lot u leid, Moens heeft 
mijn muts gebreid’ [think where ever fate may lead you: Moens knitted my cap] or: ’Denkt op uw 
koets gevleid, Moens heeft mijn muts gebreid’  [Think while you are sitting in your bed: Moens knitted 
my cap]. This shows, in our opinion, that she had a very subtle sense of humour as well. 

The letter in our corpus is written in Vlissingen [Flushing], in the 
province of Zeeland, by a young woman who attended school. This 
would fit well in the course of Petronella Moens’life who is 
eighteent years old in 1780. But did the author have relatives living 
in Jaffanapatnam (Ceylon, present Sri Lanka) where the addressee, 
an uncle named Bartholomeus Jacobus Raket lives? And why is the 
letter signed with P.M. Moens, for as far as we know Petronella did 
not have a second Christian name.   
 
Luckily for us, Dutch scholars are still examining the life and work 
of Petronella Moens. In 2000 Ans J. Veltman-van den Bos wrote a 
dissertation on the subject and she was very enthusiastic and 
willing to help us out with this problem. She informed us that the 
author never signed her letters with P.M. Moens, but just with P. 
Moens. And moreover, Moens did have an uncle in Ceylon, but he 
was called Adriaan Moens. This Adriaan appears to play a major 
part in the mystery, for from the Moens-family tree it appeared 
that Adriaan Moens is the father of our letter writer 
Petronella Magdalena Moens (1764-1840). Petronella Magdalena 
turns out to be a two years younger cousin of the author Moens. 
Her mother was called Sara Maria Racket and she was a sister of 

the addressee B.J. Raket. Our letter writer Petronelle Magdalena Moens was born in Colombo (Sri 
Lanka) in 1764 as the eldest child from Adriaan Moens’ second marriage. He and his wife had five 
children, two daughters and three sons. The mother, Sara Maria Raket, died already in 1768, so the 
children were half-orphans quite early.  
 
 



From the letter we learn that the three sons of Adriaan Moens and Sara Maria Raket are in the 
Netherlands to attend school. Petronella Magdalena writes that they study very hard and won prizes 
for their schoolwork. Furthermore she tells that her cousin Raket arrived in the Netherlands. He must 
be a son of the addressee, uncle Raket. He turns out to be a rather savage child, but sweet as well with a 
good temper, full of jokes and laughing and singing all day. Petronella Magdalena did her confirmation 
in Utrecht and planned to leave for another school in Delft, but since she is suffering from malaria at 
that moment, she had to postpone her departure. God willing, she will travel to Delft next spring.  
 
From the family tree we know that Petronella Magdalena left for Delft indeed! On 15 January 1786 she 
married Mr. Rugier van Alderwerelt (1754-1820). They got seven children and five of them were born 
in Delft. Petronella Magdalena did not return to Ceylon (Sri Lanka); she died in the Netherlands in 
1840. Neither did her three brothers probably see Ceylon again: they married Dutch girls and stayed in 
the Netherlands. 
 

 
In the end we have to conclude that we did not find a letter from a famous author after all. But we need 
not feel sorry for that. The author Moens already left her traces in Dutch society while her cousin was 
an unknown person up till now. Thanks to the loot of Dutch letters in the National Archives in Kew, 
we get a glimpse from her life as well.   
 
The letter of P.M. Moens is kept in the National Archives  in box HCA 30-719-1. This monthly letter is 
written by Tanja Simons and she thanks Ans J. Veltman-van den Bos for her help. A first transcription of 
the letter is made by Benjamin Stiphout for Wikiscripta Neerlandica.   
 
The knitted nightcaps are part of the collection of the Historisch Museum Deventer and the Zeeuws 
Museum in Middelburg. 


